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Customer service
Gearbox makers Pekrun Getriebebau GmbH and

Dr. Walter Ostermann DOB Getriebebau GmbH

& Co. KG decided to pool their resources in

early 2018. This strategic merger has enabled

us to concentrate our strengths and expertise.

One of our key strengths is providing support to

our customers with our global, manufacturer-

neutral Service team throughout the entire life-

cycle of their machinery and systems— from

planning, design and engineering through to

commissioning and modernisation.

Together, our two companies can look back on

nearly a 200-year history. A history associated

with profound experience and knowledge of

gearboxes: from design to dimensioning, from

production to maintenance and knowledge

transfer.
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Turbo gearboxes

Mill gearbox

Rolling mill gearbox

Gearboxes for materials handling

Gearboxes for mixer systems

Special gearboxes

Unit weights up to 150 t

Gearbox spare parts

Engineering

Knowledge transfer

Services offered worldwide:

24 h hotline

Inspection and maintenance service

Repairs service

Commissioning service

Spare part service

Retrofit service

On-site service

PRODUCTS
SERVICES

Products and services

Products

Services
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Mill pinion gearbox
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Oil and gas

Rubber and plastics

Packaging

Cement

Cranes and hoists

Chemicals

Energy

Naval and shipbuilding

Machine tools

Underground and open-pit mining

Port operations

Test benches

Metal production and processing

Plant and special machine construction

Fertilisers

Pharmaceuticals

Paper processing

Theatre

Food

Water treatment

etc.

Selected markets

& MARKETS

Sectors and industries

SECTORS



First-class quality and
service

Fair and with no hidden
extras

We believe in what we do. And we enjoy do-

ing it with a passion. Customers all over the

world use our gearboxes each and every

day, and we also aim to be best-in-class

with our services, too. Finding the optimum

solution for our customers quickly and cost-

effectively? That’s what we call service.

First-class service: our promise to you.

We also believe in treating our business

partners as equals, and showing them the

respect and appreciation they deserve. We

also make every effort to maintain a fair

and mutually beneficial relationship with

our customers. Before we repair one of your

gearboxes, you’ll be fully informed of the

steps and the costs involved before we

start: our repair process is above-board and

clear-cut with no hidden extras.
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Our vision

Housing for spur gearbox

PARTNERSHIP



Progress starts with an idea—and ideas are the

fuel that powers our business. Which is why we are

always on the lookout for new and integrated solu-

tions, whether we’re servicing one of our own gear-

boxes or carrying out maintenance work on a third-

party brand.

Success means defining clear aims and principles,

and then putting these into practice. We know ex-

actly how we do business, and how our clients and

customers see us: as committed partners who offer

innovation and strive for quality. And we also pur-

sue these goals and high standards in our service

work throughout the world.
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Innovative,
versatile

and committed

Values are the bedrock
of our business

Principles

Gearbox for stretch-reducing rolling mill

Worm gearbox
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Mixer gearbox

For us, service means responding proactively and promptly to ensure gearbox per-

formance: nothing more – but certainly nothing less.

Nor does anyone become an expert overnight. Instead, we’ve learned from every chal-

lenge, every success—and every misstep—made in the history of our company to de-

velop a level of expertise that truly sets us apart from the competition. After all, we’ve

long claimed to be among the very best gearbox makers in the world. Our strength is

our customer-specific all-in-one package: whether it’s routine work or an emergency

call-out, we’re the specialists for global, manufacturer-neutral services focused on

industrial gearboxes.

What service means to us

Service

SERVICE
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Gearbox for circular conveyor

Taking prompt action when it’s needed:

if plants have to be shut down because of a fault, operators quickly face rising

costs. Our inspection and maintenance service helps you to prevent shutdowns

like these, and offers useful advice on optimising your MRO strategy.

ON-SITE
Overview of our manufacturer-inde-

pendent services

24 h hotline

Inspections and mainten-

ance

Repairs

Commissioning

Spare parts

Retrofitting

On-site service

Services
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INSPECTION
Mill pinion gearbox

Inspection of interlocking parts, gear housings, bearings and bearing settings, heat release, seals and tight-

ness, first signs of wear, defects, etc.

Measurements of vibrations and noise levels, oil analysis, endoscopic analyses, etc.

Customer-specific service and maintenance agreements, inspection and maintenance also for third-party

brands, etc.

Identify potential gear damage well in advance, avoid downtime

Improve cost planning

Keep your plant functional

Inspection and maintenance service

Our service portfolio

Your benefits

MAINTENANCE
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Contact us for a premium and manufacturer-independent

service. Utilise our strengths to increase your process re-

liability and generate improved failover protection. From

broken or worn gearing teeth and bearing damage to run-

ning noise or increased vibration: whatever their special-

ist department, our gear unit experts work together to find

an integrated solution to your problem.

Analysis of damage followed by customer-specific advice

Decision time: reconditioning as a low-cost alternative to

a new part? Repair by replacing/reconditioning faulty gear

unit parts, express repairs and in-house production of re-

placement parts, initial assembly of the gear unit in the

plant, incl. laser alignment, run-time balancing in plant,

test protocols and reports, etc.

Repairs also for third-party brands, etc.

Quick repairs and short periods of downtime

Worldwide repair service

Our service portfolio

Your benefits

Repairs service

REPAIRS 18 19

Parts for a turbo planetary gear set
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Rolling mill gearbox

Time is money.

The faster and more economically commissioning is handled,

the better it is for our customers.

Quick, cost-effective advice and assistance provided

during commissioning by our specialists on site

Initial assembly of the gear unit in the plant,

incl. laser alignment

Run-time balancing in the plant

Pilot run under test and production conditions

Support and monitoring during production

Preparation of customer-specific documentation, etc.

Reducing the costs of commissioning

Cutting operating costs

Increasing productivity with targeted adjustments to your plant

Our service portfolio

Your benefits

Commissioning service

COM
MISSION
ING
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High-performance operational and process reliability

An optimum level of productivity can only be achieved with systems that

are technically state of the art. Our Retrofit Service helps you to increase

the availability and process reliability of your existing systems.

Analysis of the existing system

Redesign and/or upgrade according to your requirements

Completion of necessary conversion work

Dismantling and assembly

Commissioning

Reproduction of third party makes, etc.

Cutting operating costs by increasing efficiency

Higher productivity by improving system performance

High plant uptime

Tailor-made solutions for your individual, specific use case

Retrofit service

Our service portfolio

Your benefits
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When it comes to repairs, reliability and keeping downtime to a

minimum are more important than anything else. Time is a decisive

factor here: simply removing the gearbox from your plant and ship-

ping it to a service workshop is often not an option. This is why we

offer you the best expertise you can get, where you need it: on site

at your plant.

Rapid support

Short stoppages

High quality

Detailed service report

Maintenance agreements by

customer request

Our service portfolio

Your benefits

On-site services

ON SITE

24 25

Vertical mill gearbox
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Spare parts with short turnaround times

While our gearboxes are of course very durable, we nevertheless offer a guaranteed replacement

part service with fast turnaround times for any gear unit, regardless of its age and make.

Replacement part deliveries for gear units of any age or make

Short lead times thanks to high level of in-house production

Contract manufacturing of helical gears, bevel gears, complete gear stages, etc.

Reproductions from specimen parts

Provisioning of technical documentation

Worldwide delivery with installation of corresponding parts

Marking of spare parts to customer specifications, etc.

Personal contact

Industry expertise

Tailor-made solutions

Rapid provisioning, etc.

Our service portfolio

Your benefits

Spare part service

SPARE PARTS

Turbo planetary gear set
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REPAIRS

Mill pinion gearbox



24 2528 29Before and after The following pages offer a before-and-after gallery
of our past gear servicing work.

SERVICE
Stretch-reducing

rolling mill
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Drive for horizontal ball mill

Rack drive

BEFORE
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AFTER
Spur gearbox

Drive for ball mill

Bearings and seals replaced

Drive stage replaced

Housing repaired

Installation and test run completed

Housing painted

Gearbox type

Use case

Scope

Bevel-helical gearbox

Rack drive (steel mill)

All internal parts replaced

(bearings, seals, shafts, gearing)

Housing repaired

Installation and test run completed

Housing painted

Gearbox

type

Use case

Scope



34 35 Vertical mill gearbox

BEFORE

Vertical mill gearbox
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AFTER
Vertical mill gearbox

Coal mill in coal power plant

Planetary gearing reworked

Drive flange and housing in area of labyrinth seal

reworked

Cover plate replaced

All bearings and seals replaced

Installation and test run completed

Housing painted

Gearbox type

Use case

Scope

Vertical mill gearbox

Raw mill in cement plant

General overhaul

Housing reworked

Bevel gear stage replaced

Thrust bearing pad replaced

Complete gearing reground

All roller bearings and seals replaced

Installation and test run completed

Housing painted

Gearbox

type

Use case

Scope
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Helical turbo gearbox

Mill pinion gearbox

BEFORE
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Helical turbo gearbox

Gearbox for a radial compressor in a steel mill

All friction bearings replaced

Pinion shaft replaced

Pump wheel set replaced

Labyrinth seals including baffle plates replaced

Bearing seats for wheel shaft reground

Spur gear teeth reground

Installation and test run completed

Housing painted

Gearbox type

Use case

Scope

Mill pinion gearbox

Gearbox for a cold rolling mill

Housing rebushed

Lower spur gear reground

Press fits for drive shafts reground

Press fit for curved-tooth coupling reground

All bearings and seals replaced

Installation and test run completed

Housing painted

Gearbox

type

Use case

Scope
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BEFORE

Gearbox for rolling mill

Bevel-helical gearbox
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AFTER

Gearbox for rolling mill

Steel mill, wire manufacturing

Bearings and seals replaced

Drive shaft and output shafts replaced

Housing repaired

Installation and test run completed

Housing painted

Gearbox

type

Use case

Scope

Bevel-helical gearbox

Travel drive (steel mill)

All internal parts replaced

(bearings, seals, shafts, gearing)

Installation and test run completed

Housing painted

Gearbox

type

Use case

Scope
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BEFORE

Crusher drive

Vario gearbox
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AFTER

Crusher drive

Spiked roller crusher (steel mill)

Bearings and seals replaced

Output stage replaced

Housing repaired

Intermediate shaft repaired

Installation and

test run completed

Housing painted

Gearbox

type

Use case

Scope

Vario gearbox

Adjustment unit in a gypsum silo

Bearings and seals replaced

Pair of conical pulleys replaced

Chain replaced

Installation and test run completed

Housing painted

Gearbox

type

Use case

Scope
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Vertical mill gearbox



New turbo gearbox for a 6-stage compressor
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Pekrun Getriebebau GmbH

Köbbingser Mühle 14

58640 Iserlohn

Germany

Phone: +49 2371 945-0

Fax: +49 2371 945-299

Mail: service@pekrun.de

Web: www.pekrun.de

Dr. Walter Ostermann DOB Getriebebau GmbH & Co. KG

Gewerbeschulstr. 80–86

42289 Wuppertal

Germany

Phone: +49 202 25509-0

Fax: +49 202 25509-33

Mail: service@dob-getriebebau.de

Web: www.dob-getriebebau.de

Service hotline: +49 800 2550 9112

So now you know. We can offer you inspection services, maintenance

services, repair and spare part services, retrofit and on-site services.

But if a repair would actually be unnecessary, we’ll tell you that, too.

After all: honesty is the best policy.

And as you may also have heard… …we do make new gearboxes.

Gearbox engineering



Pekrun Getriebebau

GmbH

Köbbingser Mühle 14

58640 Iserlohn

Germany

www.pekrun.de

Dr. Walter Ostermann DOB Getriebebau GmbH & Co.

KG

Gewerbeschulstr. 80–86

42289 Wuppertal

Germany

www.dob-getriebebau.de


